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Oregon History See also the Newspapers on Microfilm collection, with a comprehensive set of Oregon
newspapers. Correspondence of Oregon pioneers connected with O. Applegate, especially concerning the
Modoc Indian War. Mainly papers of Asahel Bush relating to his work as territorial and state printer in
Oregon, his interests in Democratic Party politics, and his editorial career as publisher of the newspaper, The
Statesman Originals in: Direct requests for copies or permission to publish to Oregon State Archives.
Congregational Home Missionary Society. Letters from Missionaries in Oregon, Cadastral survey field notes
and plats for Oregon. Includes the following indexes: Organized by Willamette meridian township range and
baseline classification. Donation Land Claim field notes. Arranged by township, includes introductions and
certificates. On reserve; ask at Microforms reference desk. A copy is also on reserve at the Microforms Desk.
Date range , filmed from papers held in in the Lilly Library, Indiana University: The collection deals largely
with Oregon affairs: There is also material on overland travel and proposed railroads to the West coast. Letters
received by the Office of Indian Affairs, The Pacific Northwest Tribes. Data disk must be used with software
which can read MARC-formatted records. Papers of the Provisional and Territorial Govt. Arranged by
document number E. Checklist at end of reel Also, Index to the Provisional and Territorial Government A
collection on Native American history and languages. P2 H38 , 3 vols. Records of the Oregon
Superintendency of Indian Affairs, Northwest Native American records, government relations with tribes.
Records of the Washington Superintendency of Indian Affairs, Northwest Native American records,
government relations. Office of Indian Affairs. Narrative and statistical reports covering years Frontier
History of the Trans-Mississippi West. Frontier History of the Trans-Mississippi West, Yakima and Rogue
River Wars. Contains the papers, public and private, of President John Adams , President John Quincy Adams
, and Charles Francis Adams , together with the papers of their wives and children. John Adams, Diary, 18
November July reels -- pt. John Adams, Letterbook, 16 May February reels -- pt. John Adams, Miscellany
reels -- pt. Letters received and other loose papers, chronologically arranged, reels ; reels ; reels Finding aid;
American Periodicals, Many pioneer diaries included. There is a copy in the Microforms collection. Ask MF
staff for assistance. The Black Abolitionist Papers. Antislavery movements -- United States. The British Isles,
-- v. Canada, -- v. The United States, -- v. The United States, Includes bibliographical references and index.
Peter Ripley, editor ; Jeffrey S. Slavery in history section. Includes selected books, pamphlets, theses, and
periodicals from the Trevor-Arnett Library at Atlanta University. Ser 1 May 1- Mar 9. State Department
Central Files. A3 G48 Finding aid: A3 G48 Guide. A3 G Finding aid: C76 pt 1. Western regional office, A
collection of the State Historical Society of Wisconsin. August Meier and Elliott Rudwick, consulting editors.
C6 Collection of pamphlets published between Diary of John Gregory Bourke. An account of military activity
with northern plains Indians and Apaches of the southwest. Native cultures and customs are detailed through
journal entries, newspaper clippings and ledger drawings. The Documentary History of the Ratification of the
Constitution. Includes bibliographical references and indexes. Constitutional documents and records, -- v.
Delaware, New Jersey, Georgia, Connecticut -- v. Virginia 1 -- v. Virginia 2 -- v. Virginia 3 -- v.
Commentaries on the Constitution, public and private Microfiche supplement to v. New Jersey -- f. Early
American Imprints, See also American Bibliography: Selections on the Vietnam War. Units consist of
English language materials; units are French language materials; units are Vietnamese language materials. See
also Survey of Mainland China Press, below. Complete from to the present. The Federal Register is the daily
publication of the U. Paper copies of the Federal Register issues for recent years may be found in the
Government Documents Department. The Writings of Benjamin Franklin. With a life and introduction by
Albert Henry Smyth. Manuscript collection in the Library of Congress and photostats of related papers.
American periodicals from a large collection of international source documents in the history of feminism.
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Great Northern Railway Company Papers, pt. Labor 16 reels -- ser. Settlement and development 5 reels
"Microfilmed from the holdings of the Minnesota Historical Society. G A3 Guide. The Works of Alexander
Hamilton. Edited by Henry Cabot Lodge. Headquarters Papers of the British Army in America. The papers
consist mainly of the correspondence of the successive British commanders in chief in the American
Revolution. Reels 1 and 2: Documents in English, French and Spanish.
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Opportunity , published by the National Urban League, was intimately associated with the Harlem
Renaissance. Its contents ranged from poetry and short stories, to opera and book reviews, as well as editorials
and essays on topical events. Contributors included well-known artists such as poet Langston Hughes,
illustrator Aaron Douglas, and community leaders Jesse O. Author and added entry catalog. To learn more
about the A. Milwaukee Micro Collection 42 4 reels Milwaukee Manuscript Collection 16 Print items located
in Archives Papers of a prominent African American civil rights activist, lawyer, and Wisconsin state
legislator from Milwaukee. Background Materials of the Kerner Report. MF E 25 reels This collection
consists of 32 U. Learn more about how the Kerner Report assessed media coverage of the civil disturbances
and race relations in general at http: The Making of an Industrial Proletariat, Joe William Trotter, Jr.
University of Minnesota, Diplomatic Instructions of the Department of State, Impact of school desegregation
in Milwaukee public schools on quality education for minorities â€” 15 years later. United States Commission
on Civil Rights. Guide to the collection. King beginning in the late s. Milwaukee Micro Collection 16 1 reel
Records of a community organization formed to promote civil rights, school integration, and fair housing.
Printed guide to the microfilm. T 5 microfilm reels From the original title page: A compilation of official
records, state papers, historical extracts, etc. Prepared under the direction of Brigadier Gen. Drum by Elon A.
Woodward, chief of the Colored Troops Div. This collection offers the core materials of the papers of the
NAACP from through held in the manuscript division of the Library of Congress. Although this collection
covers no more than a small fraction of the entire holdings which run to thousands of file boxes , these
materials are considered the core element of the collection. Guide to the microfilm collection. The collection
includes various publications and ephemerae organized by subject headings such as Anti-Semitic, Anti-black,
and Anti-Communist, written from the viewpoint of the radical right wing of the American political spectrum.
MC E 9 fiche The collection is arranged by state, with a list of storytellers at the beginning of each volume.
Slave Trade Book and Pamphlet Collection, Collection at the Royal Commonwealth Society, London. List of
contents of reels. This collection consists of documents related to the British slave trade including pamphlets,
speeches, and Parliamentary debates. This collection assembles key documents about slavery in America from
its beginnings through the Civil War. Religion, education, careers, reactions to slavery and the abolitionists are
all reported on by women who experienced them firsthand and kept detailed diaries. Materials in the collection
cover virtually every aspect of the regulation of blacks of the period, including issues such as ownership,
education, employment, migration, and punishment of slaves. Included are more that 7, slavery related items
from MF F 5 5 microfilm reels Subjects: Watts Riots, Los Angeles, Calif. African Americans â€” California
â€” Los Angeles. The collection includes periodicals listed under the subject headings: Milwaukee
Newspapers MF F 06, v. Negro Newspapers on Microfilm, a selected list. This historic collection consists of
approximately African-American newspapers dating from the midth to the early 20th centuries, with the
majority published around the turn of the century. Included are papers representing 35 states and the District
of Columbia. A Journal of Liberation Berkeley.
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As a national debate over white supremacist iconography and Confederate statues reached a fever pitch,
Trump stuck to these tactics. His strategies parallel those adopted by segregationists who flew the Confederate
Battle Flag and fought against integration more than half a century ago. Battling to preserve Jim Crow
segregation in the South, many white southerners felt under siege by a national media ostensibly in favour of
desegregation and civil rights. According to segregationists, northern reporters were willing tools of
communist, pro-integration groups dedicated to producing anti-South propaganda. Many white southerners
genuinely believed that the national read: The Right Wing Collection of the University of Iowa Libraries, ,
held at the Roosevelt Institute for American Studies, Middelburg, The Netherlands Some of the more adept
advocates for racial separation accepted that so-called massive resistance could not succeed in the courts and
Congress alone. They realised that to prevent racial change, they needed to sway public opinion. And while
segregationists saw national broadcast television as a threat and sought to contest its legitimacy, like Trump,
they also appreciated its utility as a platform. The Right Wing Collection of the University of Iowa Libraries, ,
held at the Roosevelt Institute for American Studies, Middelburg, The Netherlands More significantly, the
now defunct Fairness Doctrine guaranteed segregationists airtime on nationally broadcast television
programmes. Images of rebellious white youths, mobs, demagogic southern politicians, and the brutal actions
of southern law enforcement were not the only representations of white resistance seen in American living
rooms. Playing the game Although Trump is operating within a different political context, his political
methods are uncannily similar to those adopted by segregationists. In the same way that Trump labels
anti-fascist protesters lawless thugs , segregationists labelled civil rights protesters as callous law-breakers.
White southern segregationist lawmen such as Laurie Pritchett and white counter-protesters portrayed
themselves as keepers of the peace. The Right Wing Collection of the University of Iowa Libraries, , held at
the Roosevelt Institute for American Studies, Middelburg, The Netherlands Just as Trump seeks to legitimise
the beliefs of his political base by only half-heartedly condemning contemporary far-right groups,
segregationists sought to legitimise their resistance and their racially conservative political philosophy by
denouncing the Ku Klux Klan and neo-Nazis as fringe extremists. These more strategic segregationists pitched
their battle on a higher plane, maintaining that their cause was not grounded in hate. Likewise, Trump
attempted to turn the media focus away from Charlottesville and toward violent crime in Chicago , just as
segregationists worked hard to redirect the spotlight towards northern urban centres. Segregationists claimed
that national media outlets turned a blind eye to northern racial troubles and played up the racial unrest in the
South. In the late s, Republican Party tacticians adopted some of the more refined media strategies pioneered
by segregationists such as George Wallace. White southern segregationists were enthusiastically absorbed into
the party in order to mobilise a new national conservative movement. Simultaneously, some segregationists
secured a sturdy foothold within US mainstream media. In the decades that followed, conservatism came to
dominate US politics, resulting in the harsh rollback of civil rights legislation and the elimination of many
federal polices designed to equalise American society. Like Richard Nixon and Ronald Reagan before him,
Trump employs many of the strategies pioneered by segregationists. He is forcefully reasserting a brand of
conservative American politics, associated with the GOP since the late s, that upholds white supremacy.
Above all, it must be remembered that those campaigning for civil rights during the s and s took on
segregationists not only in the streets, but in a protracted public relations battle â€” and won.
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Subject Guides Social Sciences: C6 Collection of pamphlets published between Titles in the Educational
Psychology Microfilm collection were acquired by the UO Library prior to , and include works published
between and Most reels contain single dissertations. The inventory is arranged by entry number, Entries
include author, title, publisher, date, and in some instances the subject headings that were assigned when the
work was cataloged. There are also indexes on microfiche, kept with the collection. European Official
Statistical Serials on Microfiche. A76 to HA Available date ranges vary. International source documents in
the history of feminism. A small number of the titles within the collection, primarily periodicals, are supplied
on microfilm rather than microfiche due to the physical size of the original materials involved. Knight Library
currently has the subset "American English Periodicals. Primarily books, pamphlets, tracts, periodicals,and
manuscripts and other records on women in civil rights, education, humanities, fine arts, birth control,
government, law and medicine before This set contains over 4,, pages of scholarly ethnographic texts on
world societies, including such topics as sex roles, child care, and treatment of the elderly in various cultures.
Microfiche editions of over 1, finding aids in the National Archives, seven Presidential Libraries and
Smithsonian Institution Archives. The Suffrage Years, Correspondence, , Reels Administrative files, , Reels
Printed matter, , Reels Photographs, , Reel Tens of thousands of microfiche collecting articles by topic from
over US Newspapers. N and also with the microfiche collection. The Pacific Northwest Tribes. A collection
on Native American history and languages. P2 H38 , 3 vols. Records of the Washington Superintendency of
Indian Affairs, Northwest Native American records, government relations. Titles in the Social Science
Microfilm collection were acquired by the UO Library prior to , and include works published between and
Most reels contain single dissertations, chiefly in the fields of history, economics, anthropology, and
sociology. There are, however, a small number of large multi-reel sets. Entries for major sets may also include
references to finding aids. Tests in Microfiche TIM. Begun in , Tests in Microfiche is an annual series of
unpublished research instruments that have been cited in the educational and psychological literature and
which the authors have agreed to make available in microfiche format through the Test Collection at
Educational Testing Service. Each set consists of approximately instruments. Older sets contain more than
titles. Each set covers a wide variety of topics and subjects, including such areas as self concept, attitudes,
personality traits. Sets include instruments appropriate for diverse populations, such as infants, adults, Spanish
speakers, and physically challenged people. The Test Collection Catalog is not a finding aid to the microfiche
collection alone but to many resources; check the "availability" field for each entry before going to the
microfiche set to seek the item. Gray Research Collection in Reading. Microfiche on literacy studies. Located
in a separate cabinet in the Microforms department.
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References Databases The following electronic databases index articles in newspapers, magazines and
journals, many of which are full-text. These databases are accessible from library Network Stations and from
campus computer labs. Includes selected abstracts from research journals. Microform Collection The
following microfilm collections are located in 2 North close to Computer Lab. Details about each guide are
given in How to use the collection 1. The right wing collection of the University of Iowa Libraries, Guide to
the microfilm edition of radical pamphlet literature: Socialist collections in the Tamiment Library, S67 T3 6.
Socialist Party of America papers, [microform] Call No. Microfilm reels; addendum, 38 reels b. Not every title
is indexed in any guide, so you might have to browse the pages to find what you are looking for. If you know
the title of the publication or have a full citation of an article, you can: For Alternative press collection
[microform], consult Alternative press: A table of contents is available at the beginning of each reel. For Right
wing collection of the University of Iowa Libraries , consult The right wing collection of the University of
Iowa Libraries, P6 R51 This guide contains reel list, guide entries, subject index, geographical index and
chronological index. Ephemerae may include correspondence, broadsides, leaflets, pamphlets, and cartoons.
For Radical pamphlet literature: Microfilm , consult Guide to the microfilm edition of radical pamphlet
literature: S67 G8 The pamphlets are arranged alphabetically by the last name of the author. The numbering
system corresponds to the alphabetical arrangement of the pamphlets. When you get the pamphlet number,
check the Brief Reel Listing for the reel where the pamphlet is located. Microfilm , consult Socialist
collections in the Tamiment Library, In general, each collection has been assigned a Roman numeral e. Check
the complete reel list for the location of papers you are looking for. This guide also contains a brief reel list
and index of important correspondence. Each folder or item has been assigned a frame number e. The first
letter indicates the series A, B, C, D. The second letter indicates a folder under the subject heading. The reel
list shows the location of the file on the microfilm. References Journals of dissent and social change: L73 A45
2 North Reference Annotations: The following are the standard subject terms used in the catalog for
alternative publications. The American Prospect http: The archives cover issues back to Volume 1 in Each
issue features reflective articles about politics in the U.
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In the bank failed and the Eppersons moved to Iowa City. She married medical student Elmer Smith on
October 7, , and subsequently had three children: From to Elmer practiced medicine before entering military
service. At the end of the war, the Smiths took up residence in Eagle Grove. She became precinct
committeewoman and county vice-chairman. By the s she had developed statewide contacts through the
networks of the Iowa Council of Republican Women. For Smith, that meant taking on more prominent roles in
the Republican Party. Their children grown and Elmer recently retired, the Smiths moved to Des Moines in
Smith rose quickly to a position of state and national prominence in Republican circles, becoming an ally of
Iowa Governor Robert Ray and of George H. By then a well-known party official, Smith would soon come to
identify with the feminist movement. Although inspired by Friedan 10 years earlier, Smith initially doubted
that the new feminist movement could speak to her. But younger Republican women persuaded Smith that her
rights were tied to those of all women. Although the NWPC was intended to be a bipartisan organization, the
Iowa chapter proved to be one of the few state organizations where Republican women were truly active.
Although some complained of her lack of leadership experience in Washington, she was often referred to as
the "little old lady from Iowa" , Smith was admired as a trusted party loyalist and an experienced grassroots
organizer. Yet Smith, a feminist and a political moderate, was becoming uneasy about the growing influence
of Ronald Reagan and his supporters in the party. Her loyalty was rewarded by an appointment to the U.
Commission on Civil Rights, where she served from to Her support for affirmative action and school busing
were inconsistent with the positions of the Reagan administration, however, thus shortening her tenure on the
commission. By that time she was a widow, Elmer having died in Although she had become a national
political figure, Smith continued to reside in Iowa and to work extensively on state issues. She was an
energetic board member of Planned Parenthood of Greater Iowa, and was occasionally picketed for her
activism. In she campaigned for the passage of the Iowa Equal Rights Amendment in a failed voter
referendum. She was also a member of the board of directors of the Iowa Peace Institute in the late s before
leaving to become a member of the national board. Despite her heavy slate of state activities, Smith did not
remove herself from national party work. From to she served as National Co-Chair of the Republican
Mainstream Committee an organization of moderate Republicans , was active in Republicans for Choice, and
campaigned for her old friend and mentor George H. Bush in and Smith died in Des Moines at age 82 of lung
cancer. Ford Library in Ann Arbor, Michigan. Some of the material in this essay is found in a different form in
Catherine E. Iowa Women Tell Their Stories University of Iowa Press,
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Buy The right wing collection of the University of Iowa Libraries, A guide to the microfilm collection by University of Iowa
(ISBN: ) from Amazon's Book Store. Everyday low prices and free delivery on eligible orders.
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The Right wing collection of the University of Iowa libraries Serials and ephemera covering the period from right-wing
collections at several universities [Library of Congress]. Selection of Titles from the Schomburg Center for Research in
Black Culture.
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